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Poetry, that of Tomás Calvillo in Filipinas, poemas cercanos, is, aside from 
being metaphysical, is also metaliterary. In his inquiry, he obstinately points 
to the very essence of poetry, the word and “su capacidad de inventarnos / su 
don de resurrección” (its capacity to reinvent / its gift of resurrection), at the 
same time accomplishing a total assimilation of verse and life, explicitly put 
in the poem titled “Escribir” (To Write). In the end, just as the poet claims, 
“the poem is Manila in the evening.”
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With prodding from an old poet from Pasig, a tiny male lizard puts on a 
gown of midnight blue to bridge two couturiers—one greying, and the other 
still green—forges a fashion brand, and consequently finds itself transformed 
into the gothic dragon it longs to be. So goes “Gotita de Dragon,” the title 
story of the collection, which gathers only five of several stories for young 
readers that Joaquin wrote in the 1970s. Ten of those were published in a 
series, now out of print, called Pop Stories for Groovy Kids.
The four other stories in this raucous, compelling collection follow the 
journeys of a young pig headed nobly towards the roasting spit, a girl adopted 
by a family of seven doting brothers, a traveling salesman and his beloved 
manananggal wife, and an eleven-year-old boy who senses “a room in [his] 
room.” Indeed, each story takes the reader on a ride that is familiar yet strange, 
comforting though risky, and irreverent but wise. Much has been written 
about Nick Joaquin’s fiction and his contribution to Philippine literature 
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written in English. Here is his contribution to Philippine young adult fiction, 
published in anticipation of his birth centennial in 2017. In her introduction, 
Cyan Abad-Jugo describes the stories as “the exhilarating mixture of mythical 
fantasy and folklore and fairy tale, superstition and legend, science fiction, 
mystery, and divine intervention” (9).
Indeed, each story in the collection is a version of a story told ages and 
ages ago and whose origins are shared by many a culture, a community, 
and a family. “Lechonito” retells the story of the Christ Child with a twist 
in the form of a young pig named Lechonito, who understands and accepts 
his role in the grand scheme of things. How do we make sense of a pig’s life 
that is intended as “the proudest glory on [a] table” on the most festive of 
holidays? What kind of sympathy is shown the young boy, Baloloy, who 
endeavors to protect Lechonito from its inevitable fate? The story does not 
hide the meanness of humans who look at the pig both as a delicious and 
succulent feast and as a dirty beast not worthy of a place beside the baby in 
the manger.
The capacity of the human being to be mean—even evil—is also 
illustrated in “The Mystery Sleeper of Balite Drive.” In this retelling of Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarves, poverty is overcome by a combination of hard 
work and good luck. The latter comes in the form of a baby abandoned in the 
dump whom seven clever brothers, named after the seven days of the week, 
adopt as their own. The little one they name Blanca Nieve brings fortune and 
order to their lives. A shanty matters not so long as its residents are strong of 
spirit and pure of heart. But good luck and hard work are challenged by the 
jealousy and rage of venomous villain, Eva d’Eden, and Blanca Nieve finds 
herself in the cutthroat world of show business. Her talent for singing and 
her unequaled beauty offer her no protection from the wrath of the cinema 
has-been; only her brothers do.
The thread of love, loyalty, and fidelity is continued in “The Traveling 
Salesman and the Split Woman.” In this version of the manananggal story, the 
split woman, here named Angge, is a lovely angel who sings babies to sleep 
all over the land. She is a steadfast presence for Doy, who makes a decent 
living selling potions and tonics with his faithful partners, Roxy the jeep, 
and Jezebel the skillful snake. A strong storm leads him to Angge, but their 
relationship threatens to break apart his thriving pharmaceutical partnership 
with Roxy and Jezebel. Echoing Eva d’Eden, Jezebel spurs Doy on to spy on 
Angge on a full moon night. The outcome of that evening is the breaking of 
the bond between the other-human and man. Eventually, Roxy and Jezebel 
make amends. Loyalty, a strong connection, knows neither fear nor hate.
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The connection between this world and the otherworld is explored in 
“Balikbayan.” A precocious boy senses that there is more than one room in his 
room, in his mother’s room, in their living room. He tells his mother about 
it, and she wonders: How does a mother strike a balance between nurturing 
a child’s imagination and grounding a child to reality? How does she lead 
the boy from imagination to a real sense of the world? And what is the child’s 
real sense of the world?
Indeed, this seems to be the overarching question that many a childhood 
tale has challenged the adult/parent reader to face. To what extent can 
childhood provide a safety net for the unexplored, unexplained, and untold 
found in literature? What themes are safe for the young mind to read about? 
What kind of characters may provide a clear and fair view of the world? The 
concerned parent will ask: What is literature suitable for my child?
Nick Joaquin’s Gotita de Dragon and Other Stories does not disregard 
the child for it provides the fun and gratifying essentials of an action-packed 
collection, but neither does it screen the child from a view of the world that is 
mean, harsh, and cruel. Groovy lolo Nick seems to be saying, “You can take 
it. You can be smart about reading this.” My sons, aged eleven and fourteen, 
read this collection, and both paused and shook their heads at the incredulous 
parts, laughed nervously at the awkward parts (“. . . this wolf who lives on 
Camerino Street in Project Four . . . has got this fool-proof virgin detector”), 
and pumped their fists in approval at the vindictive parts. For stories to be 
engaging to the young, they need to illustrate a breadth of feelings, questions, 
and reactions. This collection gives the young that breadth. It also allows 
parent, guardian, and educator to begin relevant discussions with the young 
on sensitive yet real issues that they are already witness to in the media, in 
school, and in the community. For those reasons, both the young reader in 
me and the adult reader that I am find this collection a ride that is worth the 
while. One hopes that that the rest of Nick Joaquin’s stories for “children of 
all ages” (9) will be in print once again.
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